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Object: Letter of recommendation for Mr. Adrien Mauduit 
 
March 8th, 2013 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
In my capacity as former scholar supervisor responsible for Mr. Adrien MAUDUIT, I have the 
pleasure to recommend his candidature to the application he submits you. The reasons for 
which I accepted to write this letter of recommendation are multiple.  
 
Mr. Adrien MAUDUIT was one of the twenty graduates composing the engineering group I was 
in charge of during their academic program. I have trained and accompanied him for the last two 
years (mainly concerning the agro-ecological and socio-ecological management of territories 
and natural resources) during the different practice and qualifying periods he performed until 
December 2012. Therefore I am certainly one of the people knowing Mr. MAUDUIT the most at 
Lasalle Polytechnical Institute of Beauvais. Among others, I would point out that Mr. MAUDUIT 
has been showing a talented capacity to apprehend transversally and completely agro-
environmental and ecological R&D subjects he worked on. Different from the usual students I 
met, he has this complementary advantage to not only focus on technical and/or operational 
points, but he is also very able to consider social and human aspects of the challenges he is 
addressing. 
 
Considering the content and the different duties to be expected for an agro-ecology / ecology 
job, I would say that Mr. MAUDUIT is fully corresponding to its frame. Moreover he had always 
searched to complete projects and classes with relevance by acquiring complementary skills that 
the traditional Master’s degree we are proposing does not offer. Furthermore the way he 
designed and managed his own professional career plan, as well as he targeted research 
enterprises/institutes all along his scholar period, demonstrated his high accountability, will and 
personal investment capacity. As a consequence, I am currently sure of the full adequacy of his 
skills to whatever professional position and projects he will apply. 
 

Sincerely,  
 
 

 
 


